The Deep Space-1 (DS-1) mission to be launched in 1998 will use an autonomous navigation system to guide the spacecraft on a low thrust trajectory to flybys of an asteroid and a comet. The ion propulsion system to be validated on 1) S-1 will provide low thrust solar electric propulsion to the spacecraft and presents additional challenges to the development of the autonomous navigation system. In order to maintain a trajectory to the designated mission target bodies, the autonomous navigation system must autonomously determine the orbit of the spacecraft, and adjust the thrust profile to be implemented by the ion propulsion system to correct any deviations from the nominal spacecraft trajectory. A detailed description of the component of the autonomous navigation system that controls the low thrust profile of the ion propulsion system is presented, and examples of some tests of this system are used to illustrate its capabilities.
Introduction l'he first of NASA's New Millennium technology validation missions, the Deep Space-1 (1) S-1 ) mission', will be used to demonstrate and validate the first co [np] etely autonomous navigation system ever used by an interplanetary mission. Among the various technologies to be validated on the 1) S-1 mission, the most important is the" use of an ion propulsion system (IPS) as the primary propulsion system of the spacecraft. The IPS provides solar electric propulsion (SE; P) by accelerating ionized xenon g~$ through a large potential. Historically, spacecraft trajectory corrections have been performed using chemical rocket engines which provide a relatively high thrust over short (minutes to hours) durations of time. The amount of total impulse available to the spacecraft is limited by the mass of propellant that the spacecraft can carry. In contiast, SEP has the capacity to provide continuous low thrust to the spacecraft, of the order of tens of millinewtons, for durations that are as long as many months. SEP is especially beneficial to high energy interplanetary missions where large changes in the energy of the orbit of the spacecraft can be achieved with considerably less mass than a chemical propulsion system. '1'he low thrust provided by the IPS is the largest nongravitational force acting on the spacecraft, and errors in the pointing angle, duration, and magnitude of the thrust applied by the IF% on D! S-l are likely to be the largest cause for deviations from the nominal spacecraft trajectory. The implementation of the nominal design of the SEP thrust profile on 1) S-1 is expected to have accuracies of the order of 1-2%. Continuous monitoring of the IPS and regular updates of the thrust pointing angles and thrust durations will be necessary tc~ correct for deviations from t}le designed SEP thrust profile and spacecraft trajectory. Although redesigns of the SEF' thrust profile could be computed 011 tlle ground, it would be much more efficient and advantageous to compute corrections to the designed SF; P thrust profile on the spacecraft itself since these updates are expected to occur frequently. Autonomous control of the IPS on 1) S-1 is an integral part of tile autonomous navigation system. 'Ihe 1) S-1 autononlous navigation system will use autonomous optical navigation (O PNAV) to determine the best estimated orbit of the spacecraft. This best, mt.itnate of the spacecraft state will then be used to conlpute the corrections to the designed SEP 97.3$19 tl]rl]stj profile tflat are necessary to maintaiil a spacecraft trajectory tcj the designated targets. 'l'tic OP-NAV systeni uses a camera onboard the spacecraft to take images of the relative positions of asteroids with respect to the spacecraft. This information is then used to determine the spacecraft position and velocity using precise orbit determination techniques. More details of the DS-1 autonomous navigation system and the OPNAV system are described elsewhere2!3'4. This paper is devoted to describing the current strategies and algorithms that will be used by the autonomous guidance and control component of the DS-1 autonomous navigation system to adjust the designed SEP thrust profile to be implemented by the IPS in order to achieve the specific target conditions. The results from some tests used to validate this low thrust trajectory guidance and cent rol system are also discussed.
DefiIl;tiOIl of the Desifmed Thrust Profile
The nominal SEP thrust profile for the low thrust trajectory of DS-I is designed prior to launch as a completely independent process to the autonomous navigation system5. At present, the DS-1 trajectory is being designed for an encounter with the asteroid McAuliffe, a flyby of Mars, and an encounter with the asteroid West-Kahoutek-Ikemoura (WKI). The LX-1 autonomous control system will be responsible for computing updates and small changes to the designed SEP profile. However, if the corrected SEP thrust profile becomes energetically disadvantageous for subsequent encounters, or if there are significant deviations from the designed SEP thrust profile, the ground navigation team will have opportunities to redesign the SEP profile for uplink to the spacecraft. It is likely that early redesigns will occur immediately after launc}l to account for orbit injection errors, and after the IF'S has been calibrated.
In order to simplify the design and control of the 1) S-1 trajectory, the designed SEP thrust profile will be split into successive planning cycles. l'he majority of the planning cycles will have a duration of 7 days, while plans on approach to the target encounter time will become successively shorter. This allows the autonomous navigation system to prepare, or plan, the SEP profile for upcolning plans by computing the precise orbit of the spacecraft before computing the adjusted SRI' profile for the future plans that occur before encounter ti[ne. Figure 1 provides a heliocentric view in the equatorial plane of a sample DS-1 low thrust trajectory to encounters with McAulif~e and WKI. The launch date for this trajectory is July 1, 1998, and the encounters with~. 'l'he SEP profile for each planning cycle k, for k = O to K, will be defined by a constant thrust magnitude Yi and consequently a constant mass flow rate, and a duration rk that the SEP thrust is applied during each plan. The 11'S thrust pointing vector in each plan is specified by the time dependent pointing angles of right ascension a(t), and declination 6(t), which are each defined by first order polynomials of time in each plan.
In addition, a particular duty cycle D is imposed on the SEP profile of the low thrust trajectory when it is designed, where the duty cycle specifies the maximum duration that the IPS is permitted to thrust in each planning cycle. A constant duty cycle is usually defined for the entire SEP thrust profile. Here, reference will also be made to SEP segments, where an individual SEP segment refers to the combination of SEP plans where the IPS is thrusting continuously except for the time at the end of a SEP plan where the IPS is not thrusting only because of the imposed duty cycle limitations. This means that all of the plans except for the last plan in any particular SEP segment will have a thrust duration that is exactly at the specified duty cycle limit. Only the last plan K of each SEP segment is permitted to have a thrust duration that is free to range frc)m zero duration to the duration available from the specified duty cycle limit. Given the start time tk of each planning cycle 2 Arllericall l[wtitutc of Aeronautics i~tl(l Astro]lautics k ill a S1';1' seg[ncnt, the implicit co[lstraitlt oil the durations that the 11'S is per [nittef] to thrust in cacb plali of a particular S1;}' segrncnt is as follows.
All SEI' plans that arc not part of a Sk;l' thrusting segment will have a thrust duration of Tk = O. 'he nominal 11 S-1 SEP profile is designed to allow approximately 8% of the duration in each planrli[lg cycle to be devoted to teleco[~lrllllllicatior~s with ground operations, and to taking the images of the asteroids that are used as beacons by the OPNAV systetn for the autonorllous orbit determination of the spacecraft. Due to attitude constraints on the spacecraft the 11'S cannot be operating during either of these procedures. The remaining 92% of the duration in eac}l planning cycle is available for t}lrusting by the IPS. For the actual 1) S-1 flight the SEI' profile will be designed such that the II'S will have a 92'% duty cycle. However, for the purposes of testing the autonomous navigation system, alld especially the autonomous control system, trajectories with a suboptima] 85'%0 duty cycle are currently being used. This approach is taken to ensure that trajectories with suboptimal performance from the 11'S are available for the McAuliffe and WKI encour]-ters, but also to ensure that the autonomous control system is capable of controlling tlie IJS-1 trajectory if the 11'S does not perfornl to the specified 92 C % duty cycle specifications.
'J'he 1) S-1 trajectory stiown in l'igui-e 1 is clesigued to an 85% duty cycle, and the associated S1;1' profile betwee[l launch and ttle McAuli~e encounter, is shown in Figure 2 . The pointing angles in each SEP segment could be considered to be continuous except for the time during the Sl; P plans when the 11'S is not thrusting because of the specified duty cycle limit. The SEP profile for the hIcAulifle er~-cc)unter, shown in Figure 2 , has two SE; l) segments. '1'he first S1;1' seg[llent begins 15 clays after launch, is approximately 10 days long, and contains 2 Sk;}' plans. "1'he second SEF' segment begins 31 days after launch, is 100 days long, and contains 16 S1;1' plans. '1'he first segment at tbe beginning of the mission is specifically designed to be usecl to test and calibrate tile 11's.
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(Iurat ion l)lans to allow the autononlous corltrol syster[] to include these plans as part of ttlc i[ldividual S1;1' scgnlerits if it beconlcs necessary for the IPS to tllrus,t during these plans. For cxaml)le, there are six S1}1' plans at the end of the second S1}P segrnellt w]lich are nominally designed with zero duration, but which could become part of the second S1;1' segment and be used to t}]rust by the IPS if necessary.
l'hose S1;1' plans that are not needed to correct tile designed SE1' profile then become available for trajectory control maneuvers ('1'Chfs) for the ballistic phase of the trajectory before erlcounter. l'Chls will be performed either by the 11'S or the hydrazine erlgines on DS-1, and should usually have durations of less than 12 hours if the IPS is used to perform these maneuvers.
l'he 1) S-1 spacecraft is severely constrained in orientation, because certain faces of the spacecraft cannot be illuminated by the Sun, and because use of the 11'S requires that the solar panels face directly into the Sun. These constraints in orientation translate into constraints on the pointing arlgle of the 11'S thrust vector. When the SEP profile of the 1) S-1 missionisdesigned, these angular constraintson the 11'S thrust vector are specified in each plan by angles Ok for each plank.
Define the pointing vectors ~' and ~ to be the thrust, pointing vectorsat the beginning of each plan of the designed SEP profile, and the corrected SEP profile, respectively.
'1'he primes (') are used here to indicate that the pointing vectors and angles are from the designed Sh;l' profile. The constraint angles Ok then define thernaximuman gularcorrection ttlatcan reapplied to the IPS th,rust pointing vector specified at the beginning of each plan of the designed S1;1' profile.
Tlie SF;I' thrust, profile for the 1) S-1 autorlornous navigation syste~n is then defined by a table of tk, Ik, Tk, ok, hk,6k, ~k,0~,6~, aIl(l~k fOreaCh Ofthp lanniug cycles between launch and cncouliter, with the last three parameters used orlly to check that corr-ccted S[;1' profiles do not vic]late the' angular constraints irl)posed on ttle designed S1';1' profiles. I,iIlf3aI (;ontrol ftauation for SUP Profile [ft)leangu]ar rates, dk and$k, and the thrust magnitudes 7~ specified in the designed SEP profile are assumed to be fixed, then the remaining independent variables which provide cc]ntro] authority for the thrust vector from the spacecraft IPS are the pointing angles at the beginning of f3aCh plan, cYk and ~k, and the thrust durations ~~ only from the last plan in each SEP segment, since these durations are the only durations of plans within a SEP segment that are not set at the duty cycle limits. IIowever, the last plan cleflned for each SEP segment, or the value of ~, is permitted to change (increase or decrease) as it becomes necessary.
It is asumed that the autonortlous control system will only be used to update the SE1' profile to correct forsmalld eviationsf rornthen ominaltrajectory, while anysignitlcant deviation sfromthenominal trajectory willrequire acornpleteredesign of the 1) S-1 trajectory and SEP profile. As such, asirnple linear targctirlg approach seems adequate for the autonomous control system. Also, the control system will be restricted to using only those plans within a single SKP segment to correct the SEP profile at any time.
l'he autonomous orbit determination system computes the current best estimate of the spacecraft state at some time t, and this is integrated forward in time to provide a spacecraft state at the specified encounter tirnet. using the currently available SE1' profile. '1'his present course encounter statẽ ,(@~,6k,~~) isaf(]nction of, (~k,b~,~~) for kl <k <K, andt<tk, <te where the plan k] is the first complete plan after the time t where the best known spacecraft state has been computed. If the difference between the present course and desired encounter time spacecraft states is not below a specified tolerance threshold e, then adjustments to the parameters ~~, ckk, and bk fork =k~tok= ~,atotalof2(~-k~+l)+l )arametcrs, can be used to guide the spacecraft to tile required target state. l'he desired target state .~,(fik, jk, ?k) is a fl]nction of, (fik,~kl?.) for k= k l tok= K, wtlere the overbars ( ) are used to indicate tile adjusted S11' profile variables that are necessary to achieve the required target state. It is these variables, (fik, fikl ~~) that Iliust t,e determined by the autonomous control systerll.
It'or small deviations frorll ttlc nominal trajectory it stlould not be necessary to use all of the available 4 Alllerican Institute of At'ro[iautics arltl Astro[titl]tics pointing angles to guide the spacecraft to the target, state, and a subset of the pointing angles froln plans k = k, to k = ~ could be used. If a strategy that, attempts to correct the low thrust trajectory as soon as possible is adopted, then the 1) S-1 control system will be restricted to using the pointing angles from all plans from plan kl to plan kz to provide control authority to the 11'S, where kz is restricted as follows.
kl<kz<~ (9) '1'he required target state can be expanded into a '1'aylor series expansion about the present course encounter state and SEP profile as defined by the independent variablesa~, 6k and r~. Assurningt hat a target trajectory SEI' profile only has small deviationsfrorn theprescnt course trajectory SEP profile, then retaining only thelirlear termsfrornt heTaylor series expansion provides the linear control equation fclr the 1) S-1 SEI' profile. 
A total of M = 2(kz -kl + 1) + 1 variables provide control authority for the 1) S-1 low thrust trajectory, and As is a vector of dimension Al. l'he two pointing angles from at least the first available plan k l in a SEI' segment, and the duration from the last plan K of that S131' segment are always included in the search for an updated S1;1' profile, and 14 >3 always. If IV is used to denote the dimension of the target vector AX,, then K is a matrix of dimension N x h4. l'he target vector is defined either by the three dimensional position coordinates at encounter time, or by the six dimensional state including ps ition and velocity, so that N = 3 or N = 6 always. When targeting to the three dimensional position, the residual target vector AA', is always specified in terms of target relative asymptotic coordinates in plane of the trajectory.
'J'be target relative coordinates B R and B. 1' define positions in the two crosstrac!i directions, and 7'01' defines the along track position in terms of a time of flight with respect to the point of closest approach. Cl'he corrections to the SEP prc)file that are needed to guide the spacecraft to the target state are solved through iterative solutions of Equation (10) for As. In the first iteration, the present course trajectory S1;1' profile is used to compute the n~a-trix I{(ak, ~k, ~~) and the encounter time state .~e(@k, ~k, ~N), Whictl then provides a first order so]ution of the corrections As aucl an updated SEI' profile defined by (@k, ~k, 7X). 'lhe updated S101' profile then becomes the present course trajectory SEP prf ile in the next iteration, (~k,fik, ~~) = (rik,sk, f~), from whicl) tile next set of SEE' profile corrections are co]nputcd. If tile corrected duration of the last plan extends past its boundaries, as specified in I;quation (4), ttle value of ~ is increased or decreased as hccotnes necessary. '1'tlis procedure is repeated until tile rlorrn of the residual between the target state and tllc ellcoilnter state is within the specified thrcstlold e.
IA.Y, [< e (16) 
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A convcrgcllcc criteria of 1 kmin position arid 10 -5 ktll/sin velocity isusually sufficient. l;quatiorl ( 10) is a linearized equatiorl, and convcrg(:IIce of ttle iterat,iorls required to solve this equation are not guaranteed. Ilowever, tests have shown ttlat when the iterative solrrtio~l to the linear control equation dews not converge there is usually an insufficierlt number of control parar[leters in the control vector As. As such, when the iterative procedure does not converge within a specified finite number of iterations, more parameters are added to the corltrol vector. More specifically, kz is incremented in steps of 1, and the dimension of the control vector is iucreased in steps of 2, by sequentially aclding the two pointing angles of consecutive SEP plans in steps of one plan at a time, until a converged solution is found. An obvious failure mode of the control system then arises when k 2 > K and there are no more control parameters available to find a converged solution, and the ground navigation system would then be notified to redesign the SEP profile.
Solution Strategies of Control Ecluation
l'he method used to solve Equation ( 10) is dependent on the dimension M of the control vector As with respect to the dimension N cjf the residual encounter state vector A,Ye. This results with three cases w}lich each require differeut solution methods, Similar solution methods are also used Wllerl t}le arl. gular constraints arc imposed. Qse 1. N === l'his is the simplest case where the number of equations and control parameters are iclentical. For each iteration, a unique solution of As from the control equation is computed from a simple inversion of the matrix 1{. As = l{-~A,Y,
@e 2. N > Al
Irl tllc case where there are fe)ver control pararlleters than equations, the corrections As are computed frorl~ least squares solutions to Equatior) (10) at. each iteratiou. l'hat is, the corrections to the SEI' profile are chosen to be the vector As that rniuimizes the fc)llowing performance index ,J,
'1'he least squares solution to the cor]trol equation is fourl<l I)y millirllizing J with respect to As.
Note that si]lce N = 3 or N = 6, and M z 3 always, the least squares solution is only used when targeting to a position and velocity at encounter time with the angles of fewer than 3 planning cycles. '1'he corlverged least squares solutions only provide a rninimurn to the performance index and the residual encounter state A A',, an d the iterative search ends when this rnininlum is reached even though it does not necessarily lie within the threshold limit e.
case 3. N < h! \Vhen there are ~rlore control parameters than the dime[lsion of the target state, the solution to the control equation is chosen to be the solution that minimizes the corrections As subject to the constraint AA', = l{ As. 'l'he performance index is:
J(As, A) = ~(As7As) + ~(Ax, -KAs) (20) w}lere the constraint has beerI adjoined with the Lagrange multipier A. The first variation of J(As, J) with respect to As and A is given as 63 below.
Note that 6As7'As = ASZ'6AS. For a minimum of J(As, A), the first variatiou 6.J must vanish for arbitrary 6As and 6A, and the following two equations ruust be satisfied to have ti~ = O.
Inserting the transpose of Equation (22) into Equation (23) provides a solution for A which can be inserted into the transpose of Equation (22) for a solution for As.
As = 1{?(1{1{7')-lA.YC (25) l;quation (25) involves an inversion of an N x N rrlatrix whose di[nension is completely independent of the number of control parameters 11 in As, and therefore never exceeds a dinlension of 6.
\Vith Axular Corlstrairlts --After a converged solution for an updated SEP profile is corllputtd fro[tl out' of the al)ove three solution methods it tticrl bcconles the new present course S1:1' profile. If the pointing angles from all of the plans from kl to kz that were included into the control vector used to compute this ucw SEI' profile violate ttleir respective angular constraints, then in addition to applying the ar[gular constraint equality to all of these plans, k2 is incremented by 1 to include the pointing angles of the next consecutive SEP plan tc) the control vector but without any angular constraint applied to this additional plan. As before, this procedure is repeated until a converged solution of an updated SEP profile where all the plans satisfy tkle angular constraints is found. When k2 > ~ and no more plans are available to add to the iterative search, the ground navigation system is notified to redesign the SEP profile. l'he angular constraint equality imposed on all of the plans which violate the constraint requirement in Equation (8) is as follows.
Fk. (&k, &)=#. ji=COS6k (26)
A first approximation of t}~is constraint equality is made by defining an updated SEI' profile which resets the pointing angles of the initial pointing vector j of all of the violating SEP plans in the present course SFIP profile to a pointing vector j that satisfies the constraint equality in Equation (26) , that lies in the plane defined by j and the initial pointing vector of the design trajectory j', and that lies in between ~ and j'. l'his first approximation of the updated SF;I' protilc bccomcs the new preseut course SEP profile and although it now satisfies the constraint equality, the residual encounter state vector A.Ye is usually no Iongcr withir] the specified threshold e. Further iterations are ueccssary to search for an updated SI;P profile kvllich both satisfies the constraint equality and provides a residual ertcountcr state that is within (Ile tllreslrold Ii[[lits.
'1'he additional iterations are performed in a sinlilar Irlallllt:r to ttle three methods already described ahovc, exct>ljt with a(lditiollal equations that define ttle angular constrair)t equality, '1'hc linearized forru of ttle angular constraint equality for arI arbitrary plan k is found by expanding Equation (26) '1'hc only nonzero elements elements of the vector Ak are those that correspond to the elements of As with right ascerisiou and declination corrections for SEP plan k.
An expressioll like Equation (29) is necessary for all those plans that had violated the angular constraint in any of the prior converged solutions for a SEP profile. l'he partial derivatives are evaluated from the present course SEP profile, and are analytically represented as follows.
(f)Fk
It is important to note that both of these partial derivatives are equal to zero when the pointing angles are from the designed SFI' profile, with @k = aã nd ~k = c$j, and the matrix A,k is then singular, [owever, the first approximation of the angular constraint which was computed from Equations (26) to (28), already satisfies the constraint defined in Equation (26), and subsequent iterations for the updated pointing vectors will not approach the design trajectory pointing vectors since the angular constraint equality would no longer be satisfied.
The linear control equation with angular cor~-straints can then be considered to be a combination of Equatio[ls (10) 
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'l'lit vector AY and the matrix K, l include the rcsirtIlals .&f"k and the corresponding vectors /tk, respectively, for all of the plans k that, have violated the angular constraint. If there were N A plans that, violated the angular constraints, then ttie dimension of the vector A}' is (N + N A ) , and the dimension of I(A is(N+NA) x ~.
In this case, the method choserl to solve Equation (33) is now dependent on the relationship of the diltlenSiO1l (N + N A ) to the number of the parameters IV, which result with three solution methods, say Cases 1A, 2A and 3A, which are analogous to Cases 1, 2, and 3 described above. 
As will be mentioned later, the 1) S-1 autonomous control system will usually be restricted to targeting only to the three dimensional coordinates irl position that are required at the encounter time. As such, the rninirnurn norm solution described in Case 3A is always used once angular constraints are included into the iterative search for the updatecl SEP profile.
:irnulations of '1'argeting to a l'osition Only
Examples of some tests of the linear targeting strategy to a three dimensional position at encounter tinle for the DS-1 trajectory to McAuliffe using the 85'% duty cycle SEP profile shown in Figure ( 2) as the clesigned SEP profile are shown below. The second SEP segment to McAulifTe will probably be redesigned after the 11'S has been calibrated during the first SEP segment, so the tests are restricted to silnulating errors and computing updated SE1' profiles only for the second SEI' segment before the hlcAulifre encounter. 'l'he second seglnent of the design trajectory begins at SEP plan k = 3 and ends at SI;P plan k = 18. It is assunled that the orbit deter lnillation systeln provides a ljerfect observation of ttle spacecraft state at any ol)l)ortunity to update tt~c S1;}' profile. The actual operation of the aut.olio~rlous uavigatio[l systeln on 1) S-1 is simulated t)y corlsidcring ttie planning cycles as a time line of ttle 1) S-1 trajectory. The tests step through this time line starti[lg wittl S1;1' ~,larl k = 3, and axwunles ttlat the IPS has actually implemented a thrust in all prior S1;1' plans of tll(' secorld segment that is equivalent to a duty cycle that is lower than the desiguecl 85% duty cycle that }vould have guided the spacecraft to McAuliffe. So, if the spacecraft is simulated to be at the beginning of plan kl, the lower duty cycle is imposed on all plans of the updated SE;P profile from k = 3 to k = k l -1, and the autonomous colltrol system is provided with an opporturlity to update the SEP profile in as many future SF; P ~,lans with k z kl as is necessary. For example, when kl = 3, the SEP profile is exactly as designed and no corrections are applied. When k l = 4, an error in the duty cycle of plan k = 3 has been applied arid plans with k ~ 4 are used to correct this error to maintain a trajectory that has an encounter with hlcAuliffe. '1'hen, when k l = 5, in addition tcl the error already applied to plan 3, an identical error in the duty cycle of plan k = 4 of the SEP profile that was updated when k l = 4 is also applied, and SEP plans with kl ~ 5 are used to correct these errors. This process is repeated to the end of the second SEP segment. l'our specific examples are shown to illustrate how changing the minimum number of plans included in each solution affects the angular and duration corrections to tile designed SEP profile, and how applying the angular constraint affects these corrections. '1'he first three examples do rrot impose the angular constraint. The angular and duration corrections of the updated SII;P profile with respect to the designed SE1' profile fro]n the first example are shown in F'igure 3. l'hese corrections are those computed by the autonomous control system when the search for an upclated SEP profile is started with only 1 SEP plan, k 2 = k l . ~'he percentages labeled on each curve indicate the duty cycle that was actually applied by the IPS in the SEP plans with 3 ~ k < kl. Although the iterative search is started with the angles of the first available SEP plan, a converged solution is not always found kvith only one plan. For example, at least two plans (kz = k l + 1 ) are necessary to find converged solutions when k l = 4, 5, and 6, and the applied duty cycles are less than 8370. As the applied duty cycle is reduced further lnore solution opportunities require at least two plans to find a converged solutiorl. l'he extreme example is when the duty cycle applied to prior plans ~vas 79%, and converged solutions required the used of three plans when k l = 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, and two plans when kl =9, arid 10.
Sirnil~lrly, as the applied duty cycle is reduced the Ilulnbcr of [) where x = 23 by the end of the simulation which applied 79% duty cycles on all prior plans. When prior plans had a duty cycle of 78~0 a converged SG lution for all of the SEP plans in the second segment could not be found because the durations eventually extended beyond plan k = 24 where no nominal pointing angles were specified in the designed SEP profile. plans when the duty cycle applied to prior plans was 78Y0. This is because the duration corrections were much smaller, almost by a factor of 2, than the duration corrections when a minimum of 1 plan was used to correct errors in the duty cycle. For example, when a duty cycle of 79'%0 was applied to prior plans, the last plan of the second segment was changed from the design value of N = 18 to N = 23 for the example shown in Figure 3 , and to x = 20 for the example shown in Figure 4 . However, reducing the duration correction also had the effect of delaying angular corrections to the plans at the end of the SEP segment, as they accumulate through each 9
Anlericalt Institute of Aeronautics anti Astronautics ,. Figure 5 shows the angular corrections and duration corrections when the angles from a rninimutn of three segments, k 2 = k l + 2, are used to correct any errors in the duty cycle of prior SEP plans, The most significant improvement over the examples shown in Figures 3 and 4 is the reduction i] compared to when all the SI;P plans were used to correct prior errors. I1owever, these duration corrections are still smaller than when the angles from a minimum of 1 plan were used to update the SEP profile. In this exanlple, when a duty cycle of 799io was applied to prior plans, the last plan of the second SEP segment is changed to K = 22. The designed SEP profile will usually place angular constraints on the updated SEP profiles that are of the order of 10 degrees or less. l'herefore, none of the previous three examples would be suitable strategies to correct the SEP profile when ap-[)licd duty cycles vary by as much as 5'%0 from the designed 85'%0 duty cycle. [~igure 6 shows a similar exar]lple to ttiat showrl i[l I;igure 5, except that now a 10 clegrxx argular constraint tlas bee[l api)licd to tllc u~)dateci SRI' profiles. ~'he angular constraints Ilavr only been enforcccl when duty cycles of 81C% }Iavr beerl applied to prior duty cycles. Ily applying tllesf~ angular constraints there has also beerl a significant reduction in the duratiorls required to correct ttle prior errors in the duty cycle. When a duty cycle of 78(% was applied to all prior SEP plans, the last plan of the second SEP segment extended tõ = 24 when no angular corrections were imposed 011 the updated SEP profiles, but only extended to plan ~== 22wheIl the angular constraint was applied tcj the updated SEP profiles.
"I'hese four examples clearly dernonstratetbat using extreme strategies such as using a n]inimum of one plan with k 2 = k l , or using all the available plans in the segment with k2 = ~, do not provide the most desirable adjustments to the designed SEP profile. Instead, using a n~inimum of three plans might reconsidered asareasonable compromise between correcting any errors assoou as possible, and reducing the angular and duration corrections to the desigrled SEP profile. Although the angular constraints are imposed by the physical design of the spacecraft, they also appear toimprove theefflciency of the adjusted SEP profiles by reducing the duration corrections to the adjusted SEP profiles.
Targeting to only the three dimensional coordinates in position at encounter tirlle changes the velocity and incoming asymptoteofthe spacecraft at the encounter time, and could prove to be fatal for tl]e spacecraft trajectory to the subsequent encounters. Tests of the autonolr)ous control system have been perfor[]led to conlpare the adjusted SI;P prf iles that would result fronl targeting to a six dimensional state (position and velocity, N = 6), to those that result from targeting to a three dinlensional encounter state (position or)ly, N = 3). '1'he corrections to the thrust pointing angles and durations are muc}] slnaller when targeting to a three dimensional state and probably better suited to a Iillear targeting strategy. Aiso, for the small errors expected in the SEP thrust applied by the IPS, the changes in the velocity of the spacecraft at encounter time caused by targeting to position only, appear to be small enough to be rectified by a redesign of the SEP profile after each encounter. As such, the [) S-1 autonomous control systertl will be restricted to Iincar targeting to the desired three dimensional coordinates in position at encounter time, but will rllaintain ttie capability to target to a position arid velocity at encounter time. Ally sigrlificarlt errors in the SI'; I) thrust applied by the II'S which becorrieer~-erget, irally disadvantageous for sutwquent encounters will rcxluire a redesign ground rlavigation team.
97.:j~19 of the SF; P profile by the
